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President Says
Having recently attended a pre trip planning session for an upcoming 8 day trip in the Flinders, it was good to share
the palpable anticipation with the other Party Members, flowing from the examination of maps and the realization
of the journey to come.
This was subsequently tempered by the news of Wilf Hilder‟s death after a long illness, but then buoyed up by the
large number of vignettes that flowed in from Members recounting their experiences with him. For instance, most
of us will have walked on the “Pagoda Country” north of Bells Line of Road in the Blue Mountains. It was pleasure
to learn that the person who coined, and promulgated the term, was Wilf. Whilst he was often a provocative figure,
he did so with a good heart and always with great style. I was asked to give the second part of the Eulogy at his
funeral yesterday on behalf of all Bushwalkers. This covered his very extensive career in Bushwalking, Cycling and
XC Ski Touring. There were approximately 150 people in attendance to see him off, including 10 past Presidents
(with two additional apologies) and many Honorary Active Members from SBW. There may be a Scattering of his
Ashes at Narrow Neck at a future time, and this will provide another opportunity for those who were not able to
attend yesterday to say farewell.
In respect of the Club:
I have built on our previous President‟s initiative, Ron Watters, and updated the President‟s Page in the
Members Area of our web site with a bit of a “way forward”:
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-president-page-policies-plans.seo Please have a peruse, and
feel free to dialogued any ideas with me
Ron will probably be shortly moving into an extended care situation (he can still be visited at Greenwich
Hospital at present). His brother has therefore passed on much of his bushwalking gear to the Club for use
by us. This includes a PLB which is a very generous gift, and will increase our stock to 2. Other items
(Pack, Fly etc) will be available from the New Members Secretary for use by Prospectives for Q Walks (his
cherished Kayak is also going to a Club Member).
A number of Members joined up last weekend with the NSW Nordic Ski Club for a XC Skiing Skills Workshop
at Perisher. Saturday, with the qualified Instructors went well, and the practice tour on the Sunday was a
bit of an adventure in the strong wind and blizzard
We are running a Skills Workshop on Bushcraft, Navigation and First Aid on Sunday 24 July to assist
Prospectives to gain the skills to pass their Q Tests (which can also be done at the same time, if people
wish to)
The previously foreshadowed amendments to the Constitution have gone through the final review process,
and we are to conduct a Special General Meeting on Wed 14 September (to coincide with the required 6
monthly General Meeting) to examine and vote on the proposed changes. Material on this will shortly be
distributed and an Information Session will held on Wednesday 10 August at the Club Rooms for Members to
ask questions and raise issues etc
The Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad‟s (BWRS) annual Navigation Shield Rogain was recently held on
the weekend of 2-3 July, and saw a good representation from Club Members.
The conservation work at Coolana continues with a Bush Care Weekend to be conducted on 6-7 August
(there will probably be a few trees to clear up, due to the recent gale). Contact Don Finch to book in:
donfinch@live.com
The 6 Foot Track and the K to K trips are approaching. These SBW events, are a historical “Rites of
Passage” and, whilst not “everyone‟s cup of tea”, continue the spirit of the Tiger Walkers within SBW
Whilst it is chilly in the Winter mornings, the days quickly warm up to provide great walking conditions. I
particularly enjoy the generally clearer atmospheric conditions and the resulting extended views (and if I strain,
methinks I can see St Mary‟s Peak on the horizon.....).
Rolling on,
Ian Wolfe
President SBW

Please welcome the following new members
Caroline Rogers
Jo Rhoden
Robert Bettis
Yuri Bolotin
1.

Editor’s Note
We have another very large issue of the newsletter this month; sincere thanks to all who have contributed.
If you don‟t see one of your recently submitted articles in this month‟s newsletter, please don‟t be alarmed. I am
pleased to say that I have reached the pointed where I have so many articles and photos being sent in that I don‟t
have room to include them all. However I will next month!
You may have read in one of the recent Google Groups messages that we will be dedicating the August SBW
Magazine to your stories and photos of Wilf Hilder. This will be our tribute to Wilf. So please send in your favourite
„Wilf‟ photos and stories. These will also be added to the booklet that Roger Treagus is compiling. (See below.)
Melinda Turner
editor@sbw.org.au

From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings from the Committee Meeting on 5th July 2011
The meeting opened at 7pm with 9 Members present and 4 absent with apologies.
The Minutes for the June meeting were confirmed.
Correspondence:
 An affirmative vote was received from the Committee for acceptance of the April & May financial reports.
 Ian has received numerous emails with regards to the passing of Wilf Hilder.
Treasurer’s Report:
The following invoices were approved for payment: I Wolfe $180 (first aid course - to be donated to Coolana) P
James $32.40 (for printing of new edition of “The First 60 Years”), David Bell $250 (first aid course), Netstarter
$103.13, Kathy Gero $14.80 (social expenses), Don Finch $259.37 (Coolana maintenance)
Term Deposit: The Committee agreed to reinvest the principal ($15,000) for a further 12 months at a rate of 6%
and place the $524.96 interest into the cheque account.
Membership Report:
There are approx. 120 membership renewals outstanding that are being followed up by the committee.
The Committee welcomed the following full members to the club: Caroline Rogers, Jo Rhoden, Robert Bettis,
and Yuri Bolotin
General Business:
A copy of the last 10 years of newsletter and magazines will be uploaded to the website
The Committee approved the proposed draft amendments to the Constitution. Members will be consulted
before a final draft is approved
Coolana working bee June – 80+ trees planted and 13 tons of gravel added to the road. It is estimated that the
planting needed to “complete” is 50 trees along the river bank and 50 trees on the flat
An electronic copy of “The First 60 Years” has been lodged with the National Archives for online publishing
Due to Committee Member commitments the August meeting has been rescheduled to Wed 27th July
Next meeting: Wednesday 27h July 2011
Helen MacDonald
Secretary

A memorial to Wilf Hilder - an Invitation to contribute
your stories and recollections about Wilf
As you may know by now Wilf Hilder has passed away. The force of his personality lives with many of us and over
the years an inestimable number of bushwalkers have walked with him. Most of us who knew him have vivid
memories of incidents and yarns about Wilf, his walks, his many achievements and his legendary knowledge of the
bush. A fitting memorial that the Sydney Bush Walkers Club is considering is a compendium of stories and
recollections about this iconic bushman. These stories, of which there must be a great many, would come from all
those who walked with Wilf and shared his experiences, achievements and challenges. These could be touching,
humorous and even irreverent (Wilf would have liked that). Above all these stories would paint a picture of his
redoubtable personality. We are currently envisaging a book or booklet containing all of these stories similar to
the book that Alex Colley received for his 100th birthday that SBW produced.
Wilf belonged and contributed to many clubs and bushwalking organisations so we hope that the stories are not
limited to members of any one club but come from all clubs where he was known
As the historian for the Sydney Bush Walking Club I invite your stories and recollections.
Thank you in anticipation
Roger Treagus
rtreagus@optusnet.com.au
2.

Members who contribute to the Club “Above and Beyond”
I am sure that most Members fully realize that SBW has not, and does not; “just happen” Rather, it is a result of
the efforts of a large number of people both at present, and also stretching back to 1927. These Members have
voluntarily given of their time in a myriad of ways to develop and enhance the Club. This has involved juggling
personal, commercial, academic and recreational commitments to craft the time to „become involved”. These
Members have uniformly contributed without any expectation of “Thanks” or reward. Yet, others have seen the
Value that they have generated, and felt it appropriate that the recognition of their peers be provided in a suitable
form.
Traditionally, our means of acknowledging these efforts has included:
Recording “Votes of Thanks” at the Annual General Meeting, and recording these in the Minutes (such as
Ken, our hard working Database Manager, and our two innovative Web Mistresses)
Mentioning the contribution on relevant web pages i.e. the Members of the Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue
Squad (BWRS)
Elevating consistently outstanding Members to the prestigious status of “Honorary Active Membership” or
“Honorary Member” (we currently have 32 of these – refer: http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pgsbw-honorary-active-members-and-honorary-members.seo
Earlier this year your Committee received a number of nominations for Recognition of Members. We are required to
diligently address each and every one of these requests, and this led us to appraise the current process, as well as
the associated issues. This revealed that:
There were grounds to collect and document the appraisal criteria, and that equity needed to be a primary
consideration
That there was a large „gap” between the “Votes of Thanks at an AGM”, and Honorary Active Membership,
which missed out those Members who had significantly contributed in a number of areas, but not quite in a
truly “outstanding sustained manner” across the multiple areas that is required for Honorary Active
Membership
A large number of Members had been overlooked in the past, just because they were “quiet achievers” and
no one had nominated them
That there did need to be some “cap” on the number of Honorary Active Members in order to retain its
prestigious status (and, as a very minor consideration, to appropriately manage the financial aspects)
As a consequence, your Committee has conducted a “deep dive” into this matter and:
Enhanced the process for nominating Candidates for Honorary Active Membership (and this will shortly
become available on the web site at: http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-honorary-activemembers-and-honorary-members.seo
Created an entirely new means of recognition in the form of the “Commendation for Contribution to SBW
Award”
This new and prestigious Award exists as an alternative form of Recognition, to cover the large number of cases
where a person‟s contribution, whilst very admirable, is less than that required for the very high bar of “Honorary
Active Membership”. This would involve substantial contribution to SBW over an extended period (i.e. 10yrs) in at
least one, and preferably more, areas (e.g. Committee, Skills Enhancement, Leading, Coolana, Representational,
Professional Services, Conservation etc).
Members can nominate Candidates to the Committee for consideration (accompanied by suitable objective
substantiation). Where appraised as richly warranted, this Award will be conferred by the Committee, announced in
the Magazine, listed on the Web site and a framed Certificate be presented at a prominent Meeting to the Member.
The Award recognizes the spirit of selfless contribution, and as such, like the Australian National Honours, does not
attract waiving of fees or other material benefits.
To address some of the many omissions of the past, and to establish equity, your Committee is currently working
through an initial list of Candidates for the Contribution Award. These will be announced in due course at a suitable
event, where we can all acknowledge their efforts and considerable contribution to the Sydney Bush Walkers over
many years.
Regards,
Ian Wolfe
President
3.

Mount Gundangaroo / June 1
Michael Keats

The catchment of Canobla Creek from Mount Gundangaroo

Mount Gundangaroo is an imposing mesa separated from the eastern end of the massif of the Wolgan - Capertee
divide by Canobla Creek. It can be likened to a smaller edition of Pantoneys Crown with many geomorphological
features that relate well to the dissected top of Donkey Mountain. It is unique and a thorough exploration will
require a minimum two day high camp, (three would be better) to investigate the multiple, high level canyons and
ravines of an unnamed drainage network that feeds into Canobla Creek from the eastern escarpment. Following
our discoveries this event is now scheduled for summer 2011 when there are longer daylight hours.
The party of 12 comprised Michael Keats, (leader, SBW & BC), Stephen Murray (BC), Marion Davies (SBW & BC), Yuri
Bolotin (SBW prospective & BC), Ray Osborne (SBW prospective and BC prospective), Chris Dowling (SBW & BC),
Rose Maxwell (BC), Keith Maxwell (BC), Roger Clarke (BC), Brian Fox (BC), Dominic Dellalibera and Michael Radecki,
local landowners and bushwalkers.
The weather on the day was overcast tending to very light rain and persisting all day. A heavy blanket of water
vapour (cloud or mist) prevented us seeing the extensive views we should have enjoyed over the Capertee Valley.
Temperature ranged from 13 to 16 degrees.
This walk requires permission from local landholder Bob Pruchner. On arrival the two crazy dogs owned by Bob and
Elfie set up a continuous barking session, bringing Bob and Elfie out to greet us. We were made most welcome and
invited to gorge on fresh pomegranates direct from the tree while we waited for locals Dominic (Dom) and Michael
(Mike) to join us. After all the meeting, greeting and completion of necessary paperwork we set off walking at 0934
along the Canobla Gap Trail 1. and through a paddock with some very inquisitive horses.
We walked the trail (via Bob‟s water supply dam) for about 2km, crossing from Bob‟s property into the Wollemi
National Park at GR 418 312. It is an amazing situation whereby Portion 7 (the Pruchner holding) includes more than
2/3rds of Mount Gundangaroo.
At 1010, GR 412 308 we left the trail and commenced climbing, an activity we would be doing for the next two
hours. Initially the walking was through delightful open Eucalyptus haemastoma forest, the new almost bleached
bark, a stark contrast to the evergreen native cypress (Callitris endlicheri). The under story varied from almost
nothing to waist high carpets of pungent Prostanthera species that filled the air with heady perfume every time
one was crushed.
In anticipation of much tougher conditions ahead a short morning tea was taken at 1032, GR 405 310. On previous
walks to explore Mount Canobla and Mount Gundangaroo, the ravine system of the south branch of this unnamed
drainage was followed. This time the northern branch was followed. In no time at all we were clambering up
pagodas, climbing slots while gaining tens of metres in altitude. Some slots were more user friendly than others but
each required concentration to negotiate. In the slots there was always the prospect of dislodging loose rocks and
on the pagoda faces some climbs entailed moderate exposure.
1.

The Canobla Gap Trail is a re naming of the access road built during the construction of the pipeline from the Fish River Dam
at Oberon to Glen Davis. To understand why the Fish River Water Supply Scheme and associated pipeline was built, some brief
history is in order. A useful starting point is 23rd October 1943. On that day an official ceremony took place on the banks of
the Fish River, near Oberon marking the commencement of construction of what is known as the Fish River Water Supply.
The scheme came about because of the convergence of long term water demands with the dramatic events of international
affairs of the time – WWII - and the threat of disruption of Australia‟s petroleum supplies from overseas. Glen Davis shale oil
represented the then only known possible source for Australia to produce its own liquid hydrocarbons. The plant as designed
required 1 million gallons of water per day quite apart from the needs of the town population.
Bushwalkers today encounter the pipeline at a number of „pressure reducing stations‟, notably at Baal Bone Gap and Canobla
Gap. It is a marvel of civil engineering that with the construction of a 1.1km long tunnel near Hampton the water supply is
delivered all the way to Glen Davis by gravity. The length of the pipeline from Oberon to Glen Davis is 104.1 kilometres. The
line reduces progressively from Oberon where it is 500mm diameter, to Glen Davis where the last kilometre is 100mm
diameter.
4.

Mount Gundangaroo / June 1 cont.
After each ascent there was usually the opportunity to pause and take in
(and photograph) the expanding panorama to the south. The wonderful
conical profile of Mount Canobla with its „ears‟; the saw tooth like skyline
of Red Rocks; the tail ridge of Point Anderson and the pagoda and cave
filled ravine immediately below slipped in and out of view through the
swirling mist. It was magical.
None of this terrain is straightforward to negotiate. Many times a slot or
pagoda proved to go nowhere so the GPS trace of the climb looks more like
a ball of knotted wool than a plot of our route. The many „no go‟ situations
really added to the sense of adventure. Some slots, particularly those
where the climb up was greater than 10m vertical provided great photo
opportunities. In short we had a ball. A rope was set for a member of the
party who was uncomfortable with one of the slot climbs.
By the time we made it to the 800m contour, (more or less the top), It was
1200 and also time to assess the reality of how much territory could be
safely explored before we had to think about descending and loss of
daylight. Movement in this terrain even in dusk is a safety issue.
At the Gundangaroo Trig

The high point of the north end of Mount Gundangaroo was about 2km
away through dissected terrain and on the day also in heavy fog. Even in
clear weather when we would have enjoyed stunning views this would have
tested us, but with vision confined to the trees in front and a white out
beyond it was not worth it.
In light of this I revised and reset our goal to reaching the Gundangaroo
Trig, 845m, and then traversing a SW ridge along the cliff line and then
descending into the saddle between Mount Gundangaroo and Mount
Canobla and hence down the southern ravine system.
Walking along the plateau area was relatively easy, and the 440m distance
as the crow flies, (nearly double that to negotiate the top end of the
ravine) to the trig was achieved in 24 minutes. At the trig Brian drew on
his extensive knowledge as a former cartographer and explained how the
old trig system used to function, (it is now superseded by satellite
navigation technology).

Mount Canobla from Mount
Gundangaroo

The vaned top section of the trig was unscrewed from the base and the
field surveyor then screwed his theodolite onto the base plate to take
sightings. It was a definitional requirement that each trig station have a
direct line of sight to at least two other trig stations to verify
measurements. The pile of black plastic ribbon stored nearby was used to
form a large cross on the cleared ground stretching out from the trig so
that a plane flying over could get an exact fix on the trig. A huge effort
was required to maintain and operate this system. It was not known but
suspected that personnel would have been dropped in by helicopter to
reach and service this particular trig. There is no evidence of any track or
route that would be negotiable by surveyors when carrying equipment.
No visit to a remote trig like this would be complete without a photo shot.
We all posed while half a dozen cameras successively recorded our visit. It
would have been great to have pictures taken with the Capertee Valley
view as a backdrop as the trig is perched on the cliff edge- all we had was
a whiteout – a real disappointment.

Pagoda climbing

Progress along the SW ridge was punctuated with many detours as so many
of the pagodas are separated by non negotiable drops. As we dropped
down towards the 700m contour the mist began to lift and suddenly there
were breathtaking views south, south west and to the east. It was great to
view Pantoneys Crown like a huge ship at anchor and the sensual curling
western tail of Mount Canobla. East there were views of our ascent path of
several hours earlier- the pagodas looked as good as those in the Bungle
Bungle Range in Western Australia. A rock platform on the cliff edge
provided a special spot for photos with the afternoon sun reflected on the
eastern cliffs above Canobla Creek.
5.

Mount Gundangaroo / June 1 cont.
As quickly as all this happened, it just as quickly disappeared, all hidden again under a solid white blanket. Next on
our agenda was a wild slot descent full of wet leaves and dubious logs. In total descent it was about 40m vertical
and some members felt more comfortable with a rope assist. It was now after 1300 and time for a quick lunch. A
big sloping rock with temporary views (through the mist) across to
Mount Canobla filled the bill as a suitable spot. 19 minutes later we
were mobile once more threading our way through massive cliff
lines while gazing up at pagodas and other natural wonders.
At 1353, GR 401 311, it was time for another slot descent. This one
was the best of all with a short leap of faith required near the base.
I wedged myself into the slot above this point to act as a brake and
staging platform for those in the party who wanted to have a sense
of security before the final take off.
By 1403 GR 401 310 we had reached the ravine creek bed. This did
not mean our adventure was over; rather it meant we changed the
nature of the adventure to boulder hopping and cave exploring. One
elongated cave had a second storey and several separate roof
perforations. It was something special. There was irrefutable
evidence that bats were in residence. In one protected overhang a
Lyrebird had constructed a nest. There was no evidence of any
Aboriginal art.

Pagodas and slots - Mount Gundangaroo

Regained the Canobla Gap Trail at 1448. This spot was now in
deepening shadow while wisps of misty rain continued to play
around the mountaintops. After a refreshing drink we hit the trail,
crossing the private property boundary at 1507. As we approached
the horse paddock a lady raced up to the fence telling us to be wary
of the creatures as they could turn on strangers. She did not know
we had already been in their company in the morning.

It turned out Dom knew the lady well as they attend the same yoga classes. Arriving back at the Pruchner‟s at 1530
the dogs alerted Bob and Elfie of our return. After discussing our journey Bob talked about us trying the NE ascent
of Mount Gundangaroo and offered to organise our access route. We were loaded up with fresh organic lemons and
pomegranates and left with an open invitation to return.

6.

Yarangobilly Caves/ May 9 - 13
Narelle Lovell
I drove to Yarangobilly from Moruya, little traffic on the
Monaro Highway, a stop for petrol, coffee and cake in
Cooma and then on along the Alpine drive . I arrived about
3.30 pm to find I was the first, so collected the key from
the National Parks office (we were wondering where you lot
had got to!) and after some wandering unlocked the doors
and unloaded the car. The Caves House was delightful.
As we had both West and East wings there were two
kitchens, two sitting rooms and three bathrooms. The big
kitchen had a substantial modern gas stove, two fridges,
and neat cupboards with every cooking and eating utensil
that could possibly be needed. There was also a table that
could sit fourteen or fifteen people, backed by a large gas
fire that soon had the room at a comfortable temperature.
The bedrooms were also comfortable; mine had a tiny basin
and a radiator that turned on at four pm. The main hall was
lined with big radiators that also came on automatically in
the evening and was also furnished usefully with boot and
coat racks. Best of all were the two sitting rooms, very 1930
styles, with comfortable armchairs and sofas, reading lamps
and gas log fires. There was also a wide west facing
verandah with chairs and tables and a view over the little
valley with the hill behind it and the creek running through
the middle.
I settled in , made coffee and read until about 5 when the
rest of the contingent turned up, firstly Bill and Fran
Holland rolled in, accompanied by Carol Lubbers and Gerry
Leitner, with a story of a rogue GPS that misdirected them
of malice over 84 km of winding gravel roads from
Gundagai to Tumut. Jo van Sommers and Jim Percy then
pulled in, followed by Marian Plaude and Denise Shaw.
There were a few minutes of scrambling as cars were
unloaded and mountains of food and luggage distributed
about kitchens and bedrooms. That first night we had
Happy Hour in the big sitting room, during which John and
Lyn Poleson arrived. Dinner was also a convivial affair
around the big kitchen table with everyone tucking into the
bottomless pot of smoking hot vegetable soup provided by
Fran. Thank you, Fran. With buttered toast, this rich
concoction made further cooking unnecessary. Dinner was
further enlivened by the arrival of Rick Angel after a drive
from Coolana, where he had been supervising tree planting.
The three bathrooms provided showers with ample hot
water for everyone.
On the Tuesday we assembled after breakfast to walk the
track to Castle Cave. It was a clear sunny day, and the
grassy track running along the hillside past limestone cliffs
and boulders kept the fossil spotters busy. Corals, Crinoids
and Brachiopods were some of the ancient organisms
recognized in the limestone. Having John Poleson with his
National Park knowledge and yarns about the caves and the
local geology and history was a great plus. John told us of a
cave he had discovered, and showed us the incredibly small
crevice he had scrambled into to find it. The Castle cave
was not one of those on exhibition, in fact closed by a
barred and padlocked gate. On our return we walked
through the South Glory Cave, it is a self guided tour, and
not as well lit as I remembered from some twenty years
back, albeit an interesting route through the hollow hills
that brought us out just below the Caves House.
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Yarangobilly Caves/ May 9 – 13 cont.
We repaired to the sunny verandah for lunch, after which
an enthusiastic team took off for a walk down to swim in
the thermal pool. Happy Hour was again in the big sitting
room, followed by dinner around the big table after
various teams had prepared their meals. The night was
fine and clear with good visibility to spot heavenly bodies.
On Wednesday morning we awoke with delight to find a
blanket of snow over the landscape with the flakes still
falling gently. This so excited a few of us that we ventured
out in dressing gowns (and even bare feet) armed with
cameras to record the picture post card surrounds. At
least three people rushed to tell Jo that there were, what
looked like flame robins on the road. We also spotted a
bedraggled looking lyre bird, wallabies that hopped slowly
away as we approached and a family of blue wrens flitting
around in the bushes. We had paid for tickets to three
caves and the plan this morning was a leisurely walk up to
the Gillabeneen Cave to meet the National Parks Guide Jen
for a guided tour. We walked through the gently falling
snow, stopping to catch on camera the snowy landscape
and the kangaroos that sat in pairs on the path until we
were almost upon them. It was warmer in the cave, which
was truly beautiful, a much prettier cave than the Glory
Hole. Possibly better lighting contributed to this as our
guide could turn the lights on for each new section as we
entered it, then out again behind us. After the cave visit
most of the party went off uphill to visit a lookout, and the
remainder walked back down to Caves House, a late lunch
and a book in front of those log fires with the snow falling
over the little valley. Bliss again. Wednesday also had us
farewell Bill and Fran as Bill had to see his medico about
his knee. We had happy hour in the smaller sitting room,
the usual spread of goodies and banter.
Thursday was sunny and cool, so having organized a 3 pm
visit to the Jersey Cave people went off in different groups
to explore the area. Some found the small hydro plant that
provides the power and others the track up to the lookout.
I walked down to the river and back up, then explored
where the creek vanished under the hill. The afternoon
turned chilly and overcast, and after lunch again at Caves
House we all walked up the track to the cave to meet our
guide, accompanied by two young men from Bhutan out
here to study. This last cave was possibly the nicest of all;
I thought it should be called the Cave of Shawls for the
abundant beautiful shawl formations. The grey smoke from
bushfires millennia past that changed the colours of the
formations showed how caves preserve history of the
landscape, and our guide assured us that we would be
safer underground in the case of an earthquake. Thursday
Happy Hour was memorable for a contest involving many
impolite limericks, John capped most of mine, and Carol
and I performed an impromptu duet about the exploits of
the lady from Baroda.
Friday morning found us all packing up the cars and
heading out after a delightful few days. I drove through
snow and mist, surprising more lyre birds and wallabies on
the gravel road back to the highway, back to Cooma for a
couple of days in Canberra, where it was even colder that
up in the Snowys.
Many thanks to Bill for all his organizing. It was well worth
the drive.
8.

Long Weekend in the Kangaroo Valley / June 11-12
The Cow to Cow Walk (Hindmarsh and Keenan‟s Passes) - Saturday 11/6/11

The Cow to Cow Walk with Cow!

After a bit of a car shuffle, 12 of us stood in a circle on a green hill on the flanks of the upper Ka ngaroo Valley. We
were a bit self conscious, as we were being closely observed by a herd very hairy Scottish Cows with long sharp
pointy horns. We initially walked up a Fire Trail (FT) through some lush rain forest to a nice open meadow on the
first Shelf. Then, at the junction, we headed off along the Shelf in deep rainforest for a km or so, passing over a
gushing brook. The route up the Pass is an easy “walk up” on a steep, disused and leaf covered FT, to have
„mornos‟ at the top. Further up the FT (which the Rangers had obstructed with extensive revegetation efforts) we
found a junction, which turned out to lead all the way Les Lambert Lookout (this is FT not shown on the Map, but is
shown on the orthophoto map on the reverse side...?). The Lookout is on a rocky knob and has a 50m cliff directly
below – interspersed between light rain squalls, it provided great views over the length of KV (we could see that
the Scottish Cows had closed up to our cars....). We then went cross country in medium scrub and across a bubbling
brook to Cabbage Tree Trig (marked by a steel tripod). This is also on a rocky knob, with a large cliff underneath,
and provided a suitably spectacular venue for lunch, whilst enjoying the great views down across the valley and to
the waterfalls cascading off the clifflines opposite.
Then we made our way back to the FT using some fire break clearings made by the RFS, and doing some bush
bashing (in retrospect we could probably have risked following the fire breaks rather than a compass bearing, as
one joined the FT 40m up the road from where we debouched.....). A short stroll up the FT led us to slight ridge
top, where we then dived back into the bush to attempt to find the top of Parish Pass (there was no “plan” to
descend the Pass, rather just to have a deco in prospect of a future trip) – we did find another great view point on
a rocky knob (with the obligatory large cliff underneath!). (Also views of of the Winery below, which provides a
Ploughman‟s Lunch and Glass of local Red). Some of us scouted N & S along the cliff top trying to locate the
(reported?) old Bridle Track with no luck. From a “reading of the ground” it appears that the Pass would probably
be on the Nose 300m S of where the Pass is shown on the Topo (??? or more to the N and in the Gully?? – ahh well,
an opportunity for some exploring on another day with more spare time).
Instead, we walked around to Yarrawa Trig, whilst conducting a “mobile tutorial on Bush Craft and First Aid” for
the Prospectives on the trip. So engrossed were we in this dialogue that we missed the brush obscured foot track
heading up to the trig – until a 100m latter we said “Whoa!” A swift backtrack found it, and then we walked up in
burnt Banksia and heath to the Trig (the trees were wonderfully tortured shapes very Dali-esk) – a climb up the rock
Cairn provided reasonable views on all sides. Then it was down the FT back into the large trees – but at the
appointed saddle we couldn‟t find the first section of the Keenan‟s Pass Track (overgrown, covered with leaf
litter?), so we followed the FT to the 2 nd point for arvo tea (this trip was conducted in strict accordance with the
Union Rules for proscribed breaks). A short stroll down the spur and then a left turn brought us to a medium cliff
line – after a bit of a search, we found that “it goes” – this involved some scrambling and one small Chimney of 5ft
(quite “OK”, especially with the Leader performing one of a Leader‟s key functions, that of being a cushion...).
Then it was steeply down, keeping on the ridge (there were vestiges of Track at one point) – this was long and
steep, but “OK” with plenty of trees to hang onto (but it would not be ideal in the wet, nor going up, even in the
dry).
We certainly felt like the Horse in the poem “The Man from Snowy River” when we “drew rein at the bottom of
that terrible descent”. After crossing another gushing brook we had a very nice walk down the valley through large
gums with grass understory, dodging the cow pats, beside the river. The final section of the walk was through an
open garden with flowering Camellias and Azaleas, twisted moldering caravans and lonesome Wombats back to the
cars. Here we found that the Friesian Cows had come up to the parked cars in the day and given them a great big
lick.....Cow Kinky?.....We then retrieved the cars from the start of the walk and returned to Coolana. The camp
fire was stoked, and “Happy Hour was declared – this saw multiple delicacies offered and consumed, washed down
with a variety of pleasant drops.
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Long Weekend in the Kangaroo Valley / June 11-12 cont.
Traverse of the Mt Scanzi Range - Sunday 12/6/11
It rained “a bit” that night...OK, it actually rain “a lot”. But were
we dismayed? But were we put off... well.... a bit....but the
Leader did his “anti rain dance” and a sliver of Blue Sky magically
appeared to the West. This stiffened our spines and refurbished
our Resolve and thus we elected to „Proceed‟. After some
complex and preliminary car shuffling, which sorely taxed the
poor Leaders arithmetic skills, we all stood in the sticky clay mud
at Bugong Gap. From here we walked up the FT overlooking the
considerable detritus that the local Farmer had accumulated in
his back paddock, through tall forest to quite a nice broad
plateau. We followed the road to the end of the cleared land –
then we found the ridge and followed a FT through the
rainforests till it ceased climbing (avoiding a big black Cow and
Calf). This route basically follows a Public Right of Way, but we
had been polite and gained the Farmer‟s permission first.

……and thus we elected to Proceed

Down to base of cliffline
Photos courtesy of Andrew Smith

We then headed 150m N to climb up onto the ridge – this was
followed to the rock block of Mt Scanzi – which was ascended
from the N. We found the historical inscription in the Rock (1899)
just before the trig on the vertical West face. It was windy and
cold at the top on the lee side, but had great views down to the
Shoalhaven and Jervis Bay beyond. The mist rising from the
surrounding cliff lines and Gaps was Tolkien-esk. Then we
descended down the ridge in the bush before meeting the FT
(which has skirted the Mountain via the terrace) and followed this
for about 1 km till it petered out at a gate – thereafter, there
were some sections of thickish/low scrub on the remnants of a
FT. We descended down the ridge to a spectacular rocky
promontory and had lunch with very good views to the N & S. We
had to come back 40 ms to find a route which zig zagged down
through the rocks to get to the base of the cliffs, then around the
wombat walk to the ridge and onto Sky Farm Saddle.
Then it was back up onto the next section of the ridge to traverse
some rocky bits before descending back down to the road and the
cars (bar mounting of a Rescue Mission to recovery Mike‟s very
stylish Fedora Hat). We then engaged in a 6km car shuffle to get
the party relocated to the road terminus on Radiata Ridge. From
here we walked along the access road, keeping a lookout for
Cows, to “Banksia Park – Bush Accommodation” and then through
an Olive Grove Plantation (unfortunately there was no ripe fruit
to pluck) to the boundary of the State Recreation Reserve. From
here we followed a FT and then through open Banskia bush to the
cliff point which had an Orienteering Marker above the Creek
which marks the W boundary of Coolana. We then descended
down through a spiky Burrawang Forest (with occasion open pods
of the scarlet red fruit) to the Creek (which has large towering
Blue Gums) and sidled around back to the Coolana Flats to
conclude the walk. We rounded matters off by sampling the fare
that evening at the Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club which once
again provided a very good quality meal at very reasonable rates
The Shiralee

Have you seen the latest Colong Foundation Bulletin?
If not, you can download it from the Colong Foundation website at:
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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“Don't you wish you were here?”
Boorong Crag in pictures - Sunday 19 June
Stephen Brading
Excellent weather, good company, terrific views and
enough time to enjoy them made this walk about “being
there” rather than “getting there”.
Participants were
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Chris Dowling
Jim Close
Calogero Pavino
David Power
Kim Fitzpatrick
Hugh Fyson
Rosemary MacDougal
Du Faur buttress with Govett Valley behind

Yvonne on top of the Venus Tor

Venus Beacon from Afternoon tea spot

BUSHWALKS WANTED FOR SBW SPRING PROGRAM 2011
What bushwalking ideas do you have?
We are so lucky in Sydney. We can easily walk in the mountains close by, in parks that thread their way into
the suburbs of Sydney, along beaches, through rainforest covered mountain ranges or our awe inspiring Alps.
Those walks you have always wanted to do, those walks others would love to do, SBW needs your help! We
need all trips; easy through to hard. There is also room for trips that look at history, cultural or environmental
issues. Or maybe a gourmets walk!
The Spring Program is now being compiled;
get those walks to Tony as soon as possible.
Tony Holgate
02 9943 3388 (h) / 0434 968 793 (m)/ activities@sbw.org.au
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Walks & Other Activities / June 1 – 30
Stephen Brading
Leaders:
After an activity please email the completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report Form to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au
Please send this within 48 hours and keep your copies as these are legal documents

Date, Walk Location & Route
WED 1 JUN – Day Walk – L222
Q
10km
Mount Gundangaroo:
Park at Bob Prutner‟s, „School House Farm‟ on The Gullies Road, Glen Davis. Walk
along the Canobla Gap Trail to approx GR 415 308. From here climb via a gully some
500m, to the Gundangaroo trig, 845m, GR 404 317 and then on to the peak 790m,
GR 415 325..
See newsletter article
SAT 4 JUNE – Day Walk – X321
33km
Clare’s Calamity:
Fast paced training walk for 6 Ft, K2K and 3 Peaks later in the year, taking place in
and around Wahroonga, Turramurra and St Ives sectors of Ku-ring-gai Chase
Walk Report:
The route uses formed tracks and fire trails around and through Ku-ring-gai NP. As
such it is ideal for a fast paced walk for fitness. Clare and Helen excused
themselves to run the route, supposedly for training but I think they just wanted a
couple of extra hours at the local cafe. The main party pushed themselves hard up
the many short sharp hills and were pleasantly exhausted after the 33k. Great
weather for it.
SAT 4 JUNE – Day Walk – M212
Q
Kim and Smiffy's backyard:
Cowan station - Great North walk - Jerusalem Bay - Taffys Rock – Govett Ridge Gunyah Hill - Gunyah beach - Govett ridge and return.
Walk Report:
It was a true qualifying walk as we all learnt several things about walking in a club.
We left Cowan station under a clear sky and made our way down the Great North
Walk. We spent a bit more time than expected at the first lookout on the track to
Taffys rock. A good example of why you should always tell someone, preferably the
leader, if you are going off the planned route. Lunch was had at Taffys rock from
where 3 members of the party decided to go back. The others kept going to the trig
175 and on toward Gunyah hill. By then the scrub had thicken but was still
manageable. We followed a spur down to Gunyah beach where we found a couple of
castaways left behind by a seaplane. We went along the beach to the nose of Govett
ridge. Route finding there proved easier than on the way down to the beach. We
then raced the clock back to Taffys rock. Headlamps were brought out around Pound
spur. A solid pace was adopted and we made the 6.47 pm train, an hour after my
estimated time. A long, rewarding walk with plenty of challenges on offer

Activity Participants
Michael Keats
Yuri Bolotin (P)
Ray Osborne (P)
Chris Dowling

Karl Miller
Arthur Panopoulos
Karen Kool
Helen MacDonald
Lisa Ochs
Simon O‟Brian
Clare Holland

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Andrew Smith (P)
Calogero Panvino (P)
Kevin Scott (P)
Lisa Sheldon
Stephen Brading
Kim Fitzpatrick (P)
Martin Samociuk
Rebecca Lorch
Annick Boismenu
Yvonne Brading
John Kennett

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.

All of the Sydney area store staff (Sydney, Chatswood and Miranda) have been honoring this
discount in store and would like to formalize the offer and promote it more actively to SBW club
members.
Club membership is usually $16.50 and entitles members to 10% off all year round as well as
exclusive club nights, early sale notification via an e-newsletter and a biannual award winning
catalogue mailed out.
Make sure that you mention this the next time you are in Paddies!
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Walks & Other Activities / June 1 – 30 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SUN 5 JUN – Day Walk – M221
13-15km
Popran National Park:
Popran National Park is just north of Hawkesbury River. This is an exploratory walk.
We start a little south of Mt White, and follow the main track to the start of a foot
track that leads off in a southerly direction - but to where? Well, let’s find out!
Walk Report:
Our party of 15 people set off from the highway in fine and mild conditions that
lasted all day. We made our way for about 100 metres on a rough foot track through
the bush to the main fire trail which we then took in southerly direction. The
intention of this walk was to follow a foot track that splits off from the fire trail
about 1.5 kms to the south of the starting point. We got onto this foot track, but
found that it only went for about 50 metres before returning to the fire trail. That
was the end of our exploration! Therefore we went out to Big Jim‟s Point partly via
the fire trail and partly via the long, narrow cleared strip of land above the
underground gas pipeline that runs from Sydney to Newcastle. There were some
steep sections along the way, but we arrived before midday on the high ridge that
runs along Big Jim‟s Point, and enjoyed an early lunch with fantastic clifftop views
over Hawkesbury River and across to Marramarra National Park to the west. After
lunch we came back via a different mix of fire trails and foot tracks, as well as
walking along the cleared strip of land above the pipeline. We had a nice break by a
creek beside a lovely babbling brook at the top of a waterfall, before eventually
making our way back to the cars. We rounded off the day with coffees, milkshakes
and fruit pies at the Pie in the Sky on the old Pacific Highway, a little north of
Cowan.
TUES 7 JUN
Lighten Up!
This event took the form of a show and tell evening at the leader‟s home with
nibbles, pizza, cake, and coffee/tea. Discussion centred on the "Big Three".
Sleeping System, Shelter and Backpack. Then two lightweight w/e packs (4 - 4.5kg
without food and water) were emptied and the contents (or lack thereof) discussed.
Highlight of the evening was pulling apart John's "heavy" 16kg pack to find a teddy
bear comforter and his sleeping pills, a 1.2kg copy of "War and Peace".

SAT 11 JUN – Day Walk – M231
Q
18km
Blue Mountains: - Blue Mountains NP: Govetts Leap to Victoria Falls
Govetts Leap - Junction Rock - Blue Gum Forest - Little Blue Gum - Grose River Victoria Creek - Victoria Falls & Lookout.
Walk Report:
An enjoyable walk in a very scenic area. Good friendly group. The weather was kind
to us; at times the forecast showers looked imminent, but a few people getting wet
weather gear out of their packs had the desired effect of keeping the rain away.
SUN 12 JUN – Half Day Walk – S221
6-10km
Sydney Harbour NP : Coastal walk:
This is a short walk around Mosman. Starting from the top of Raglan Street we will
make our way down to Little Sirius Cove then walk along the coastal walk toward
Taronga Zoo, Bradleys Head and Chowder Bay. Depending on the leader’s fitness,
we will head for Balmoral before finishing at the pub in Mosman or straight for the
pub!
Walk Report:
The walk was sweet and short, 2h15. We started from the Bacino Bar on Raglan
Street in Mosman where most of the participants were patiently waiting for the
leader to show her jetlagged face. We headed down Raglan street to Sirius Cove and
then along the costal walk passing the zoo, Bradley‟s head and Clifton garden. It was
a really pleasant walk with a lot of chatting along the fairly wet and unusually quiet
tracks. The magic of the umbrella worked as the weather did hold off for the entire
walk and it ended with a nice drink at the local pub.
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Activity Participants
Nigel Weaver
Megan Sety (P)
Tim Yewdall
Terrance Biggs
Patricia Sherry
Lyn Terry
Jim Close
Terry Moss
Isabelle Moss
Tony Holgate
Nina Wang (P)
Jan Dormor
Richard Darke
Graham Byrne (P)
Jan Spencer (P)

Karl Miller (L)
Tony Crichton
Dirk Goes
John Kennett
Jim Close
Mark Samociuk
Marcia Kaye
Graham Byrne
Scott Kirby
Kim
Clare Holland
Chris Dowling
Stephen Brading
Lisa Ochs
Huw ap Rees
Girija Page (P)
Helen Lalas
David Nordon (P)
Emmanuelle Convert
Nicole Bailey (M)
Robert Bettis (P)
Gemma Cowan (P)
Karen Kool (M)
Kim Robinson (P)

Walks & Other Activities / June 1 – 30 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
MON 13 JUN – Day Walk – S221
10km
Garigal NP : Seaforth Oval to Roseville Bridge :
Start Seaforth Oval - follows a section of the 'Harbour to Hawkesbury' track
Walk Report:
Another wet day in Paradise! We met up at the Seaforth Oval and the leader
revealed that the plan had changed. Instead of starting the walk from Seaforth, they
will all drive in two cars to Echo Point in Roseville and start the walk from there.
This was agreed and we all started walking with high spirit and hoping that we will
not get drenched on the way. The umbrella was again brought along but the
effectiveness wasn‟t as good as the previous day. It did rain a bit but by the time
everybody had their rain coat on the rain had ceased. Morning tea was had at
Flatrock Beach and lunch at Bluff lookout. The track is really good while quite wet
at some places and with all the rain, we saw a beautiful waterfall flowing strongly
down to Flatrock Beach. The walk finished with nice hot and cold drinks at the Echo
on the Marina.
SAT 11 JUN – Day Walk – M222
Q
18km
Q Day Walks base camping at Coolana :
Up the FT to Hindmarsh Pass, around to Less Lambert Lookout. XC to Cabbage Tree
Trig, and Parrish Pass. The Yarrawa Trig, down Kennans Pass and along the valley to
the cars
Walk Report:
The walk went as planned. The FT up to the Pass was clear, and there is a nice
meadow on the first shelf. The route up the Pass is an easy “walk up”. There is now
a FT out to Les Lambert Lookout, which is not shown on the Map (but is shown on
the photo map on the reverse) – great views over KV. We went XC country in
medium scrub to Cabbage Tree Trig where there is a steel tripod – we had lunch
whilst enjoying the great views down across the valley and the waterfalls cascading
off the clifflines opposite. We made our way back to the road using some fire breaks
clearings made by the RFS, and doing some bush bashing. Walked up the FT and then
back into the bush to attempt to find the top of Parish Pass – it appears to be on the
Nose i.e. 300m S of where it is shown on the Topo (??? Or more to the N and in the
Gully??). Walked around to Yarrawa Trig for reasonable views on all sides. Then
down the FT – we couldn‟t find the first section of the Keenans Pass Track
(overgrown with leaf litter), so we followed the FT to the 2 nd point – walked down
the spur OK – there is a cliff line which involves some scrambling and one small
Chimney of 5ft (quite OK). Then steeply down keeping on the ridge (vestiges of
Track at one point) – this was steep, but “OK” with plenty of trees to hang onto
(would not be ideal in the wet). Then a very nice walk down the valley through large
gums and grass understory back to the cars. Time was 9.30am - 4.50pm including
breaks.
SUN 12 JUN – Day Walk – M222
Q
Q Day Walks base camping at Coolana :
From Bugong Gap up the FT to Mt Scanzi ridge – summit - ridge to the W to Sky
Farm Saddle - road. Then car shuffle to Radiata Ridge and return to Coolana.
Walk Report:
From Bugong Gap we walked up the FT through tall forest to the end of the cleared
land – then we found the ridge and followed a FT through the rainforests till it
ceased climbing (avoiding a big black Cow and Calf). We then headed N to climb up
onto the ridge – this was followed to the rock block of Mt Scanzi – ascended from the
N – found the historical inscription in the Rock (1899) just before the trig (vertical
face to the W – great views in all directions. Then we descended down the ridge in
the bush before meeting the FT (which has skirted the Mountain via the terrace) and
followed this for a km till it petered out – some thickish scrub on the remnants of a
FT. We descended down to a rocky promontory and had lunch with very good views
to the N & S. Came back 40 ms to then zig zag down through the rocks to get to the
base of the cliffs, then around the wombat walk to the ridge and onto Sky Farm
Saddle. Then it was back up onto the ridge to traverse some rocky bits before
descending back down to the rd and the cars. We then engaged in a 6km car shuffle
to get the party relocated to the road terminus on Radiata Ridge. From here we
walked along a FT and then through the bush to the cliff point which had an
Orienteering Marker above the Crk which marks the W boundary of Coolana. We then
descended down through a Burrawang Forest to the Crk (which has large Blue Gums)
and sidled around back to the Coolana Flats.
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Activity Participants
Emmanuelle Convert
Nicole Bailey (M)
Jodie Dixon (M)
Marcia Kaye (M)
Jason Lorch (M)
Rebecca Lorch (M)
Leigh McClintock (M)
Amanda Miller (M)

Ian Wolfe
Pamela Irving
Lisa Sheldon
Andrew Smith (P)
Kim Fuller (P)
John Vander Merwe (P)
Ina Vander Merwe (P)
Gillian Whitney (P)
Graham Byrne (P)
Jan Spencer (P)
Kim Fitzpatrick (P)
Neena Wang (P)

Ian Wolfe
Pamela Irving
Lisa Sheldon
Andrew Smith (P)
Kim Fuller (P)
John Vander Merwe (P)
Ina Vander Merwe(P)
Gillian Whitney (P)
Mike Floyd
Gina Floyd (V)
Kim Fitzpatrick (P)
Neena Wang (P)
Andrew Quartermaine

Walks & Other Activities / June 1 – 30 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
EXTENDED WEEKEND 11-13 JUN – 3 Day Walk – M232E
Q
Kanangra and Axehead Range :
Kanangra Walls - Bullhead Range - Bulga Range - Tonalli Mountain - Byrnes Gap Axehead Mountain - Toddy Head - Butchers Creek - Denis Range - Kowmung river Roots Ridge - Gingra Range - Kanangra Walls.
Walk Report:
As the weather forecast kept changing for the worse during the week preceding the
walk, I thought I‟d better come up with a backup plan while going ahead with the
program for the first day. We took the Bullhead range to the Kowmung, crossed the
chilly river and climbed up the Bulga range where we had lunch. Dan and I rested
our eyes from the absent sun for a few minutes before continuing on to Scotts Main
Range where Mark displayed and broke his brand new rain shedding apparatus. We
collected water at Butchers creek and followed a spur up to the cliff encircling
Coventry head. We found a pass to the top, a flat plateau providing amazing views
from Chiddy Obelisk to Lake Burragorang including part of the Kowmung valley,
Butchers creek and beyond to one of the town of the Blue Mountains and Axehead
range. We could hear drizzle and rain during the night but when emerging from the
tent I could only see the sun through the clouds… Then I glanced on the right: rain;
then on the left: more rain. Plan B it was then. Lucky we had such an extensive view
or we could have been fooled by the „brightish – blueish‟ sky in places. Back to the
firetrail on Scotts Main range but this time we turned toward Kowmung Mountain. I
had in mind of camping in a cave I knew we could find at Mt Collboyd. A bit
ambitious considering we left camp after 8.30am. We bypassed Kowmung Mountain
anyway to save time and probably missed some nice cliffs. We found the Inglis
selection track, good at time, then continued on bush ridge and finally turned onto
gold mine spur a rocky and at time narrow spur that offers great views off the
Christie-Kowmung junction. Well, great views when the cloud cover lifts a bit! Lunch
was had on the Kowmung before another freezing crossing. We reached the junction
Arabanoo-Christies creek just before 3pm and filled up with water in prevision of the
climb and dry camp ahead. Mark and Lisa pointed out that we would probably not
make the cave before dark and that the flat bit of the ridge might be as narrow and
rocky as the ones on gold mine spur. It was a very good point and we are glad they
made it since we had a terrific time at the campsite at the Christies-Kowmung
junction. It comes with seats and the rain stayed at bay until we packed the tents
the following morning. More chilly crossings of Christies creek were had on Monday.
Then it was the start of the long climb along the Collboyd range. Some terrific views
were admired when the cloud cover lifted up. This ridge is a bit more challenging
than others; it even comes with a scrambling requiring a couple of rock climbing
moves: perhaps not so impressive in warm and dry weather but a bit of caution was
used on this rainy day. Lunch was had under an overhang at Mount Collboyd where
Dan was the hero of the day thanks to his stove that provided us with a much
needed hot soup. We admired some caves and beautiful rock formations further on,
as well as a camel shaped rock that someone had a try at riding. We had to leave it
there as it was not going in the right direction! We passed more cliffs, visited the
grotto of Uranus at the base of Mount Pindari and found a canyon-like pass to the
top of the plateau where Mark assured us that the views are beautiful; we could
only imagine as by now they were rather of the white shade of colour. Just as we
thought we were at the Kanangra road, the track became an ankle deep creek. From
where we reached the road, it was a 15 minutes‟ walk to the car and dry clothes
ending a weekend of good walking in great company.

Activity Participants
Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Lisa McCarthy
Mark Dabbs
Daniel Laver.

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database.
This can be found by logging in to the Members Area on our website:
http://www.sbw.org.au/
Then follow the link “Historical Walks Record”.
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the
past! Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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Walks & Other Activities / June 1 – 30 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
EXTENDED WEEKEND 11-13 JUN – 3 Day Walk – L221
Q
Barrington Tops:
Lagoon Pinch, walk up through the forest and see the large Eucalypts and the
Antarctic Beech trees with epiphytes hanging off them. On the second day and third
days we will walk down the Gloucester Tops Walking Trail to Gloucester Falls.
Walk Report:
The planned walk was in the Barrington Tops area; it went from Lagoon Pinch on
Saturday to Careys Peak (altitude 1500 m) on the Tops, then down to Gloucester
Falls where we were to meet a bus on Monday to take us back to the cars. The walk
started at Lagoon Pinch (altitude 650 m) with 12 people in rain and the forecast was
for continuing rain and we expected cold, strong winds at the top. The Selby Alley
Hut, at altitude 1340 m, gave us shelter for lunch; it was crowded and dark. Some
people were feeling cold and did not want to continue. After intensive discussion
we decided that to continue would not have been pleasant and probably dangerous
for some and also that the bus might not be able to get into Gloucester Falls to pick
us up. So we returned and arrived at the cars just before dark. After a good dinner
in Dungog we split. It was a good day walk; I was pleased to introduce that forest to
the 11 people. It looked good in the mist and wet, the huge trees dripping with
mosses and epiphytes made the trip worthwhile.
SAT 18 JUN – Day Walk – X222
37 or 65km
Blue Mountains National Park - 'The MacMahon’s Marshmallow' :
Start and finish at Queen Vic Hospital, Wentworth Falls. Stage 3 of Wild Endurance
in reverse from Kings Tableland, and then out to MacMahons
Walk Report:
Melinda, David and Tim opted for the softies „marshmellow, whilst Andrew, Sandra,
Arthur and Simon completed the full circuit. Out in time for dinner at Lawson pub.
SUN 19 JUN – Day Walk – S222 (Medium)
8km
Blue Mountains NP - Leura Area:
Mt Hay car park - Mt Hay - Venus Beacon Tor (Western Boorong Crag) - Eastern
Boorong Crag - return.
Walk Report:
Excellent weather, good company, terrific views and enough time to enjoy them
made this walk about “being there” rather than “getting there”. Look for the photos
elsewhere in this magazine.
WEEKEND 18-19 JUN – Weekend Walk – M232
25km
Kanangra-Boyd NP :
Kanangra - Coal Seam Cave - Gingra Range - Hughes/Roots Ridge - Kowmung River Orange Bluff - Brumby Ridge - First Top - Kanangra.
Walk Report:
After a week of wild weather the four participants assembled at Kanangra Walls on
Saturday morning with cold strong winds, but a clear sky. The Kanangra Walls car
park was very busy with 2 other major parties heading out. We made rapid and easy
progress, and lunched above Rainbow Rock, reaching the Kowmung by about
1.30pm. The river was high and twice the usual breadth, murky and fast flowing
with pressure waves in the middle. It took approximately a minute to decide that it
was unsafe to cross and the plan to move upstream to Orange Bluff had to be
abandoned. We enjoyed a relaxing and sunny afternoon on the grass flats below
Roots Ridge. We returned by the same route on Sunday with lunch on top of Cottage
Rock in perfect weather. We were back at the car park at Kanangra Walls at
2.00pm. An enjoyable walk all round.
WEEKEND 18-19 JUN – Weekend Activity – S232E
14km
Paddy Pallin Rogaine including navigation and first aid training:
The Paddy Pallin is a 6 hour rogaine held at Belanglo State forest (2.5 hours south
of Sydney) on the Sunday.
Activity Report:
There were 17 SBW members taking part in the Paddy Pallin rogaine in Belanglo
State Forest. A mix of native forest, pine plantations and beautiful creeks provided a
perfect background for this very social and fun event. The SBW trophy was won by
Karl Miller and Daniel Laver with an impressive 1580 points earning them the 11th
place overall and 6th place amongst the men. Check photos, results and reports at
http://www.nswrogaining.org/AboutEvents/Events/11PP/11PP.htm
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Activity Participants
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Pam Campbell
Megan Setti
John Kennett
Jim Close
Lauren de Lange
Jouni Leppanen
Peter Hinchy
Christina Day
Derek Ledain
Genevieve Avery

Andrew Vilder
Sandra See
Arthur Panopoulos
Simon O'Brien
& the marshmellows:
Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Tim Yewdall
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Chris Dowling
Jim Close
Calogero Pavino (P)
David Power(P)
Kim Fitzpatrick (P)
Hugh Fyson
Rosemary McDougal
Chris Birch
Tony Marshall
Frank Hartigan
Theresa Wannisch

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
& 16 others

Walks & Other Activities / June 1 – 30 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
WED 22 JUN – Day Walk – S222
Q
Newnes State Forest. Upper Wolgan River - Possible Aboriginal Sites :
Park cars, proceed down the Wolgan River.
Walk Report:
Starting a walk in falling snow (2 degrees), with driving winds from time to time
(chill factor 5 degrees) is not the most auspicious way to enjoy the upper reaches of
the Wolgan River. The entire plateau above 1000m was blanketed in white creating
magnificent, almost romantic scenes deep in the bush that are rarely seen. Weather
conditions were such that the walk, as planned had to be severely curtailed.
Proposed walking in the Wolgan River with wet feet was not attractive, so instead of
a major car shuffle and walking the length of the river from GR 368 065 north to the
Spanish Steps at GR 354 094, we would do two separate walks. The first walk would
visit the Aboriginal sites and then return to the vehicles at GR 358 062. The second
walk would be a very short one from leaving from and returning to GR 345 074. Our
first destination was an overhang site, some 200m north of the Wolgan River on
tributary stream at approx GR 367 071 (possibly GR 365 070). Descending the pagoda
we recrossed the Wolgan River and headed east to rejoin the track we back up top
the vehicles. As we climbed the wind gained strength and up above the 1100 m
contour it had now effectively stripped the snow from everything; such a
transformation in such a very short time. Arrived back at the vehicles at 1218.
SAT 25 JUN – Day Walk – M331
Q
km
Blue Mountains NP:
Galong Farm - Ironpot Mountain - Ironmonger Spur - Coxs River - Blue Dog Spur Knights Deck - Blue Dog & Cattle Dog Ridge - Hobbles Spur - Galong Farm.
Walk Report:
An enjoyable day in the Wild Dog Mountains with no dramas. Fit and amicable group.
The weather was as good as it gets in winter: a frosty start followed by a clear,
sunny, calm and almost warm day. The Wild Dogs were peaceful as usual with the
sounds of lyrebirds and kookaburras being very easy on the ears. We had time to
enjoy the sunshine and the views, especially at Knights Deck and on Cattle Dog
Ridge, and still finished in daylight.
SUN 26 JUN – Day Walk – S121 (Easy/Medium)
10km
Blue Mountains NP - Wentworth Falls
Darwins Walk - Wentworth Falls - stairs down to National Pass - Lodore Falls Conservation Hut - Overcliff Walk - Wentworth Falls Lookout - Darwins Walk.
Walk Report:
We walked down Darwin‟s Walk, where the early morning frost was soon melted
away by the bright sunshine. National Pass took us many lookouts to the
Conservation Hut, where we had lunch and coffee with a spectacular view of the
Jamison Valley. Then back to the station via Overcliff Track and Darwin‟s Walk for
an early finish.
WEEKEND 25-26 JUN – Weekend Walk – M232E
Assault on Solitary :
Golden Stairs, Korrowall, Pt Repulse (S), down to fire trail, up East Col, Camp on
Solitary. Exit via Coal Miners Pass (N) next day.
Walk Report:
A great walk but given the exposure and difficult scrambling is not for the faint
hearted. We had crystal clear views all w/e and the rock shelf just meters from
camp gave us a great sunset view back to Katoomba and Leura. We all joined the
Mark Dabbs legend when he pulled out homemade Sticky Date, complete with sauce
and fresh cream for the entire party. Awesome stuff! On Sunday we managed to
add an extra to the party when Sebastian joined us for the descent of Miners Pass.
Finally a good scramble up Sublime Pt with a rather exposure dirt slope to top it off.
All done by 2pm, I am going soft?
WEEKEND 25-26 JUN – Weekend Activity – Bushcare
Coolana Bush Care and Maintenance:
Emphasis on tree planting and care for recent plantings.
Activity Report:
Eighty trees were planted on the Eastern Flat, several tonnes of stones, wire and old
fence posts were put into a pit and many weeds chipped or poisoned. Twelve tonnes
of road base were put on to the road. See the Coolana Report for full details.
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Activity Participants
Michael Keats
Yuri Bolotin (P)

Chris Dowling
Rosemary MacDougal
Martin Samociuk
Huw ap Rees
Sandra See
Margaret Rozea

Theresa Wannisch
Robert Bettis
Marina Chan
Gen Vaughn (P)

Karl Miller
Mark Dabbs
Lisa McCarthy
Helen McDonald
Dirk Goës
Frank Hartigan

Don Finch
Ros Kerrigan
Paul Kerrigan
Glenn Draper
Rick Angel
Greg Beaman
Libby Beaman
Spiro
Leo Butler.

The Midweek Walkers
Bill Holland
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking,
cycling and kayaking during the quiet times of the week.
The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking. Some even
prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the
outdoors. In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need to
know you are coming.
If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting Bill
Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com
July is cold and to some extent unpleasant so we have no extended activities scheduled for this month! I can
remember in younger days the winter months were seen as offering opportunities for more difficult walks and
blazing campfires. But, as we get older, the colder months have less appeal. However, our stay at Robyn‟s farm in
June appealed to ten of us and we had a pleasant, mainly social experience for the last time in this rural setting.
Currawong Cottages are in the news at the moment and I had tentatively booked the main house for August but
needed at least eight people to confirm the booking and only four people indicated interest. Perhaps the Pittwater
setting has more appeal in summer so I will reschedule it for early next year.
So nothing is offered for July and August and we have to wait and recommence our activities in September when
we have the beachside cottage at Woolgoolga followed by Myall Lakes in October and Dunns Swamp in November.
I would like to add that I had a computer failure late last month and despite regularly backing up I lost all emails
for the first five months of this year. Therefore, all of you who have indicated interest in coming activities should
now send me an email reconfirming their interest. My procedures have been changed and I promise I will be more
careful with your correspondence.
Also, I re-created my Midweek Walkers address list so if you missed receiving my regular email in the early part of
this month please let me know.
Here the activities for the rest of the year. Please let me have your indications of interest or otherwise so I can
confirm bookings.
By The Beach – at Woolgoolga (12th -16th September)
We will rent a house on Arrawarra Headlands, very close to the beach and within easy distance of Wedding Bells
National Park. Opportunities for whale watching from the headland, bird watching and walking in bushland – or
just relaxing and enjoying the sun. The cottage is very comfortable and close to town facilities. There is limited
accommodation (eight people) so early booking is required with $50/head deposit.
Myall Lakes - Cutlers Cottage And Korsmans Landing (17th – 21st October)
This is a mid-week activity ideal for kayaking, swimming and bushwalking. We have booked Cutlers Cottage which
has comfortable accommodation but limited to 6 people. However, excess numbers can use the camping site next
door at Korsmans Landing. Cutlers Cottage, a three bedroom fully restored residence consists of - 3 bedrooms, 1
queen, 4 singles - Fully equipped kitchen with stove & microwave - Kitchen & Bathroom eco friendly septic system.
- Comfy lounge and dining areas & relaxing verandah with peaceful - views overlooking Myall Lakes.
If you would like to be in the lucky six to use the cottage please send me $50 deposit ASAP.
Dunns Swamp (21st – 25th November)
Dunns Swamp is near Rylstone and is very popular for camping and bushwalking. It boasts one of the cleanest waterways
in NSW, making it great for a swim or canoe paddle. Basic facilities for campfires and toilets are available in the camping
reserve. There are many walking tracks and large rock formations that offer spectacular views of the river and
surrounding bush. The plan will be to base camp during mid-week to avoid the weekend crowds. The weather at this
time of the year should be warm and very suitable for water activities.
No deposit is necessary for this activity.
If you are interested in joining us for any of the above, please contact Bill Holland 4296 3084 or by email to
billholland@bigpond.com.
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Coolana Report
Don Finch
There had been no rain since the one hundred trees were planted on the weekend of the 7 th 8th May, so Ros and I
decided to call in to Coolana on the way back from Wagga Wagga on the 23rd May. One ficus coronata was dead,
one severely stressed and several others were glad to have a drink; the other tree types were doing better but still
several were getting to the dry stage. The siphon from the creek was still running so water was not a problem just
carrying it at the rate of ten litres per tree was. After the watering Ros adjusted some of the new trees and picked
on the weeds while Don looked at all the things that needed doing
and made plans. It started to rain during lunch on Tuesday so we
packed up to leave but found the car battery flat the spare battery
in the tool shed saved the day.

Truck delivering 13 tonnes crushed sandstone

Friday 27th May arrived mid morning to retrieve some gear
inadvertently left behind during the jumper lead start of the car
earlier in the week. The opportunity to work on the second creek
crossing was taken. This crossing has been the scene of several slip
and trip incidents while moving machinery in recent years as the
bank has been eroded down to a nasty step. Pipes from a
neighbour and some from Bunnings with gal star posts, dog wire,
12 gauge fencing wire, eleven bags of cement mix and judicious
placing of protective rocks upstream seemed to have fixed this
problem. This took until early afternoon on Saturday then some
weed seed mowing with the catcher on the camping flat finished
the day. Sunday the hung up tree on the Eastern Flat was put on
the ground and then weed spraying on the camping flat finished
the day or rather finished me with a recurring knee problem flaring
up. Spent an uncomfortable night and went home early on Monday
30th May.
Tuesday 7th June Ros, Gretel, Carmel and Don arrived for an
inspection. The ladies inspected and did some weeding. The star
posts and guards were counted and the GPS position of previous
planted trees noted. Coolana was looking wonderful.

Road at car park

The programmed Bush Care weekend for 25 th 26th June had eleven
starters by the previous Monday so plans were put in place to plant
another eighty trees. Some other plans were made as well and the
thirteen tonne load of crushed sand stone arrived on Tuesday
afternoon. What had not been planned for was the erosion of the
road immediately before the car park, the four water diversion
humps above this had failed and the drain directing water from the
overflow of the dam on Lazy Acres had also failed and this water
after eroding tree roots added to the road flow to create a big
hole. All but one of the water diversion humps from the gate to
the car park were refurbished, this entails raking out the overflow
apron and clearing the debris from in front of the humps and
adding more material to the top which slowly gets pushed down by
the passage of vehicles. More material was added to the lower side
of the hump to improve the profile and make it easier for vehicles
to pass.

Trailer and car filling in hole at car park

Wednesday 22nd June our neighbour Rowan and four legged friend
Birdie arrived at eight am as arranged, we walked along the road
reserve track to the transmission line. The trip hazards and stakes left by the surveyors were noted. A trip to
Kangaroo Valley was made later in the morning to buy the eighty trees from the nursery and spray dye, surfactant
and penetrate from the Rural Supplier it was found that they also had some road base material. Three tonnes of
the road base was purchased and put in the hole and on the road that afternoon that least ensured that nobody got
bogged over the weekend. The road team later fixed the water diversion humps and the drain and when the road
dries out we will see what is left to be done. Rick was happy though as the area he puts his tent up in now had a
new top dressing fifty millimeters deep of new sand.
Thursday 23th June Ros and Paul arrived and after settling gear in the camp we went down to the tool shed. Paul
serviced the machinery and replaced blades on mowers and brush cutters as required. The Masport which had given
trouble previously refused to run and remains stopped waiting to get to the top of the priority pile. Ros started into
the turkey rhubarb and other weeds on the camping flat. Don picked up twenty litres each of ULP and diesel from
KV. The water tap at the camping flat from the creek was not running and the fault was found to be a buildup of
plant roots inside a buried section of the pipe line six meters below the top filter. There was a small hole
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Coolana Report cont.
presumably from a previous bleed valve and the root had entered the pipe via this small hole and then grew to
eventually block the pipe. Paul using the brush cutter cleared access into the Quakers‟ along the top of the Eastern
Flat beyond the transmission line and down on to the lower bank and up to and around the infestation of tobacco
trees. These tobacco plants are now a sitter to be cut and pasted with herbicide by somebody. The good news is
the tobacco is not quite as bad as in other years. Several log piles were also burnt.
Friday 24th June. The new navigation course follows in part the old
road reserve to cross the block owned by the Aboriginal people
they surveyed this road when the title was granted. But surveyors
are only interested in a line of sight from one peg to the next and
they cut down anything in the way with no regard to what is left
behind. They cut with a downward slashing motion or chain saw in
a near vertical cut this is fast, convenient and it keeps the saw out
of the dirt. But what you are left with is a myriad of trip hazards
and sharpened stakes ready to impale the unwary. This day, six
person hours was spent on this job with Paul on the brush cutter
Ros moving sticks and logs and Don on the chainsaw. To cut the
stakes down to ground level means that the chain often runs into
dirt, the chain suffers and requires constant sharpening and that
chain is now badly worn with not much life left in it. Paul
continued brush cutting on the Eastern Flat and burning log piles,
Don cut up some logs under the transmission line near the Quakers
gate and Ros continued her one woman war on the weeds. Glenn
arrived after lunch and fitted up some new signs including some
laminated maps of the navigation course which are in the shelter
shed these are to be borrowed and returned to the holder in the
shed. After these duties Glenn was put to work carrying star posts
ready for the tree planting on the weekend. The 12v fluorescent
lamp in the toilet was replaced.
Saturday 25th June. Greg and Libby arrived early with their 4x4.
The plan was for Greg, Libby and Paul to work as a team and drag
the trailer loaded with crushed sandstone behind the 4x4 and
spread it on the road below the car park as required. This they did
all day Saturday and most of Sunday morning, moving about 10
tonnes of material. Rick also arrived early and joined the tree
planting team of Ros, Glenn and Don on the Eastern Flat, with the
welcome addition to the team of Spiro and Leo before lunch. By
the end of the day forty six trees were in the ground complete
with star posts and guards.

Clearing old wood

Root from inside water pipe with rain gauge

Sunday 26th June. A quick half an hour of chain sawing on the road
track left only about an hour‟s work left to do on Monday. Ros,
Rick, Spiro, Glenn and Don went back to planting the trees on the
Eastern Flat and by twelve thirty the remaining thirty four trees
were all in the ground. The road work team finished carting
material and then fixed the drain catching the dam water outflow
and reworked the major hump above the car park with wider in
and out flow aprons. After lunch the major work done Greg, Libby
Our trees on the eastern flat
and Spiro headed for home. Paul went back to brush cutting on the
Eastern Flat while Glenn cleaned up the old fence wire and post
along the flat. Rick and Don picked up rocks and other mower hazards, twelve wheel barrow loads going into the
pit. Ros was back into the weeds digging out turkey rhubarb roots. We packed it in at five pm and retired to camp
for a beer and dinner after which Glenn went home.
Monday 27th June. Ros was back into weeds with the spray pack while Paul was brush cutting the weeds along the
steep river bank along from the creek entrance. Rick continued removing rocks and added another three barrow
loads to the pile. Don finished off the chain saw work on the road reserve track. The result is a much safer walking
track from the transmission line to the car park. A walk to the creek on the western boundary found wild tobacco
and lantana growing out of control. The river was followed back to the camping flat and wild tobacco and lantana
were found all the way along. This is a very heavy and serious infestation from right down at the river and well up
the steep sides extending onto Coolana at many points. The current Coolana Carers cannot cope with this problem
it requires the efforts of a much younger and fitter team of Sydney Bush Walkers. We were all on the road heading
home by three pm after a very successful few days, thanks to all who contributed.

The next Coolana Bush care weekend is on 6th - 7th August.
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A past “Place of Our Own”
Many Members will have done one of our “classic walks” from
Bundeena to Otford. This is a spectacular coastal walk with a
wide variety of stunning scenery. A rest stop/Lunch is often
enjoyed at North Era Beach and a swim indulged in. What
many Members may be unaware of is that, before the
National Park was extended, the club used to own some of
the land, just in from the coast over the years 1947-52.

Early photo of the North Era Campsite

(Excerpted from “The First 60 Years”) The Club's earliest
walkers had become enraptured with the strip of coast south
from Garie to Burning Palms, with its three beaches, North
and South Era and “The Palms” itself. In the late 1930s an
intensive campaign by the walking movement led to the
reservation of Burning Palms as “Garawarra”, with a mainly
bushwalker administration. Some huts had already been
built on privately owned land on the northern headland at
The Palms, whilst on the grasslands behind South Era the
proliferation of shacks had persuaded walkers to camp at
North Era.
In the Club's Second Decade, the drive to secure land at
North Era was finally clinched in 1947, when we acquired 40
acres making up Portion 7 (see the map below).
We resolved to make the area available to all people
camping in small impermanent tents: we would protect the
water supply in the two rills, dig rubbish pits and toilets:
additional trees would be planted near the edge of the
swampy plain.

Miles Dunphy sketch map

With the dueling plans between the Bushwalking Groups
wanting to extend the Garawarra Parkland, and separately by
the Government to extend the Royal National Park (RNP), we
offered our Portion 7 at no cost. After some negotiations,
(as the Govt. did not want to be in the situation of becoming
“beholding” to us) the Club received £458 compensation
from the Govt., in return for our Portion being added to the
RNP. The Members then decided that the funds should be set
aside for a similar future project, Some 17 years later; it
formed part of the financial nucleus for the Coolana
purchase.
Our camp site continues and has been upgraded into an
official National Park campsite where sites can be booked:
http://www.wildwalks.com/camping-in-nsw-parks/nearsydney-campsites/north-era-camping-ground.html
So, when you next stroll along North Era Beach, do a detour
inland and see if the land we used to own, and where
Members of SBW were to be found camping on most
weekends. Perchance we should arrange for a Plaque to be
installed to commemorate our past association and
contribution to the conservation of this scenic spot?

North Era campsite today

Regards,
The Beachcomber

The Autumn issue of the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs Magazine is available.
It can be downloaded at: http://www.bushwalking.org.au/bushwalking/BWAutumn11.pdf
Roger, the Editor, will be away for most of July and some of August. So, any content for the
August edition needs to come in ASAP. Please send submissions to Roger as soon as you are
able.
For more information contact Gail at admin@bushwalking.org.au
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Developing Activity Leaders in SBW
Over the last few years, SBW in general, and your Committee in particular, has invested significant time and effort
into enhancing the skill set of our Leaders (and Members). This has included reviewing our activities and practices
and developing and trialing a range of new learning and development resources.
This approach is the result of the Committee conducting a holistic appraisal of the skills needed by Leaders and
establishing a dedicated Committee position to focus on skills enhancement. This analysis has drawn on the
expertise of a number of subject matter experts and professionally qualified Members. We have striven for a userfriendly approach by deliberately leveraging off existing resources wherever possible. We have also sought to
carefully tailor these initiatives to what our internal Volunteer Skills Facilitators can realistically support, given
their extensive other commitments.
Following on from the successful pilot of our inaugural two-day Leaders Workshop in March 2011, we are now
moving to offer two Leaders Workshops per year. The next workshop will adopt an experiential learning model to
provide the opportunity for interested participants to develop their skills and knowledge and lead day walks. This
workshop is scheduled for 15 and 16 October 2011.
The following workshop (early 2012) will be more advanced, focusing on refining and extending the skills and
knowledge required to lead weekend overnight walks.
Some of these leadership activities will be based at Coolana, our property in the Kangaroo Valley, utilizing the
Orienteering Course that we have constructed there as the backdrop for various practical leadership scenarios.
In order to accelerate the development of the identified leadership competencies, the Committee has decided to
sponsor active Leaders who wish to:
participate in the Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad (BWRS) Navshield (either the one or two-day event:
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=NavShield)
gain a recognized first aid certificate (either a two-day certificate run by St John Ambulance or the Red
Cross, or preferably the four-day BWRS Remote Area First Aid certificate course held over two weekends:
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=first-aid-training).
We also encourage those Leaders who consider themselves “very fit”, to progress through the traditional “SBW
rites of passage” by completing one or more endurance events such as the Six Foot Track, K to K or the 3 Peaks in
order to gain insight into what it means to be a “Tiger” (warning - it‟s not for everyone!).
Similarly, we support and encourage Members and Leaders to consider becoming members of the BWRS Rescue
Squad (with over a dozen currently being active squad members).
The Club also offers a voluntary, low key mentoring program for emerging leaders. This involves informally linking
new Leaders with experienced Leaders who can offer tips, ideas, information and support, as requested by the new
leader.
These leadership development activities augment our regular presentations at Social Nights on leadership issues
and ideas for trip activity destinations. The next of these will be on Wednesday 17 August 2011 when SBW Leader
Richard Pattison will share his “Party Management Insights” gleaned from climbing the highest summits on each of
the seven continents.
The Club has also established a number of recognition rewards (in the form of a Paddy Pallin voucher). The first of
these was conferred on Nigel Weaver at the 2010 Christmas Party for being the “Most Productive Leader of the
Year”. A recognition award for the “Most Innovative Leader of the Year” will be conferred at the 2011 Mid-Winter
Feast.
The Club has developed a wide range of learning and development resources, including:
Leading:
Comprehensive “Leaders Manual”,
“Leader Aide Memoire Cards” – designed to be printed double sided, four to a page, then cut
into quarters, laminated, threaded onto a key ring, and carried in a coat pocket or the top
pocket of a day or multi day pack for ready reference during activities
“Canyoning Leader Pathway” – a pathway for existing Leaders to become Canyoning Leaders,
with guidance from Mentors
“Emergency Communications” – overview compiled by a leading telecommunications expert
“Map Reading Guide” – compiled by Geoscience Australia, and freely available on the website
“101 things to do at or from Coolana” – provides details on a host of walks, paddles and
canyons
A growing body of “Track Notes” and “GPS Plots for Passes”.
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Developing Activity Leaders in SBW cont.
Paddling:
Comprehensive “Paddling Handbook” (which leverages off the approach adopted by the
Australian Canoeing Award Scheme),
“Skills
Self-Assessment”
sheet
Note that both these documents provide pathways for Members to progress from Flat Water
Paddling to Sea Kayaking, and also for existing Leaders to gain the skills to lead such trips.
XC Ski Touring and Snow Shoeing:
SBW has had a mutually beneficial informal alliance with the NSW Nordic Ski Club
(http://nordicskiclub.org.au/) for the last 40 yrs. This has allowed Members to go on XC
skiing/camping workshops and to participate in snow trips in order to gain the additional skills
to lead such trips
As you can see, the Committee has identified our Leaders and potential Leaders as a critical capability which needs
to be actively fostered to ensure the ongoing vitality and viability of the Club. These leadership development
initiatives build upon, complement and extend the similar suite of skill enhancement opportunities for Members. All
Members and Leaders are encouraged to participate in skills initiatives at a level appropriate to their interest and
circumstances.
Please feel free to discuss any of these issues with the Skills Enhancement Secretary
skillenhancement@sbw.org.au .
The SBW Committee / July 2011

About Skills
More First Aid Graduates
The Club congratulates four SBW leaders who completed the Remote Area First Aid course run by the Bushwalkers
Wilderness Rescue Squad in May. Stephen Brading, David Bell, Vivien de Remy de Courcelles and Emmanuelle
Convert finished the four-day course, earning themselves three first aid qualifications each – Apply First Aid, Apply
Advanced First Aid and Apply First Aid in Remote Settings.
As an incentive for leaders to complete a first aid certificate the Club subsidizes the cost of first aid training. For
more details SBW First Aid Training Subsidies.pdf
Basic Skills for New Members
For new members who are keen to develop basic outdoor skills as part of their progression to full membership, the
next basic skills day will be held Sunday July 24 in Kuring-gai National Park. This is your opportunity for hands on
practice in first aid, navigation and bushcraft. Numbers are limited so please register at lmoore@bigpond.net.au .
Details will be forwarded to registrants one week prior.
Lucy Moore

Training Events
Comprehensive Remote Area First Aid Courses 2011

The BWRS is holding a number of Comprehensive Remote Area First Aid Courses. The next two are on:
August 6-7 at Berrima Scout Camp
August 20-21 at Berrima Scout Camp
For information and registration visit the BWRS Web Site at:
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=remote-area-first-aid
For more information contact:
TEL: (02) 4225 3580 David or Merri Sheppard
Email: shepparddavid1@bigpond.com

Bureau of Meteorology - Snowy Mountains District Forecasting Service
A 7 day forecasting service for The Snowy Mountains District has been created as a separate forecasting area
out of the previous Southern Tablelands District.
Forecasts include the probability of snow above certain elevations and town weather reports for specific
locations. It also includes a link to specific forecast for the various Villages in the Snowy‟s
http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/forecasts/snowy.shtml
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Orienteering Maps for Coolana
Donated by CDMPRINT
One of our Members, Glenn Draper, works for a Printing Company and offered to arrange for some double sided and
plastic laminated Orienteering Maps and other signage to be produced. When he approached his employers (Andrew
Yacoub and Ian Baker), they spontaneous decided to provide these items without charge. I have written to them to
sincerely thank them on behalf of the Members and Committee of the Sydney Bush Walkers for their generosity. We
have also extended the invitation to them and their families to visit Coolana for a picnic, and to use the facilities,
should they find themselves in the Kangaroo Valley.
In recognition of this contribution, when you next need to have something commercially printed, could you please
keep them in mind? As you can see from their web site, http://www.cdmprint.com.au/ , they are a sophisticated
firm which offers a comprehensive range of services.
These Maps and Signs will be used by our Members to further enhance and develop their navigation, problem solving
and party management techniques. A stock of these maps will be held in the Shelter Shed, and an enlarged version
in an oft frequented spot of contemplation.
Ian Wolfe
President

Does Andy Warhol Live Among Us?

Hi Everybody,
If the cryptic subject has you intrigued, read on!
As most of you know, the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs NSW has moved to quarterly General Meetings and,
for that reason, we have decided to produce a monthly newsletter to keep all members in the loop as to what is
happening in your Confederation.
To this end, we are now announcing a huge competition, perhaps bigger than anything you have ever imagined (or
perhaps not) to find the artist we know is out there.
We want you to design a logo for the Confederation!
It will look colourful and professional and may be in any format you wish: an original art piece, a stunning photo or
a combination.
It is envisaged that the logo will then be not only used for the newsletter, but will also be used on a future
revamped website, letterheads etc so we are basically looking for a new 'brand'. Hopefully, this will reflect the
Confederation's modern and progressive outlook and may even generate more interest and consequently, more
members!
So, out with the pencils, paint and cameras and show us what you've got!
Now for the fine print; the entry guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The size of the piece must be in keeping with a standard letterhead banner or able to be fitted to size.
It must reflect our core activity and values. Nothing R rated please!
The Management Committee will be the sole judges and make the final decision.
MC reserves the right NOT to award a prize if no suitable entries are received.
Entries received after Friday 29 July will not be considered. Please photograph your entry if possible and
forward to us as a .jpeg.
Prizes to be announced, but will be worth it!
The winning entry WILL become the property of the Confederation and a waiver will be signed by the
winner to that effect.

Best Regards,
Gail Clifford
Admin Officer / 9565 4005 / admin@bushwalking.org.au
Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs NSW Inc
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Can’t Get Away?
Too busy, too many commitments, not organized enough?
Well, there is an option, and that‟s to go on a “Virtual” Bush Walk. Here‟s what you do:
 go into your bedroom
 get dressed up in your Fantasy gear (Volleys, Stubbies and an old T Shirt with holes in it)
 connect your PC to the biggest screen you have, and put it on the floor
 sprinkle a few rocks, leaves and sticks on the carpet
 get your Fan and turn it on for variable speed
 set up a Sun Lamp on one side
 put on Sunburn Cream and a Hat
 sit on the floor
 click on http://www.worldheritage.org.au/ and then hit the “Click Here”
 select one of the Tulip icons, at a place of interest
 at the top right of the screen, click the arrow to expand the View to Full Screen
 position your Mouse on the side of the screen, to engage the “Pan” facility
 sit in awe as a 360 degree panorama unfolds of a lovely bush setting in the Blue Mountains
 repeat with other locations, until your lower regions start to get sore/go numb
 concurrently munching on Vegemite and Vita Weets is an optional extra, as is having someone give you an
occasional spray with water (to simulate passing Showers)
The above sequence works very well with international Visitors
It is also a way to get some inspiration of where next to go walking
(Best not to overdo the Fantasy bit)
“In my wild erratic dreams, I see the vision splendid, of the sunlit plains extended”
Banjo” Patterson

Old Walks Programs
We are in the process of “backfilling” our historical list of Walks Programs on the web site. The objective being to
provide a reference resource base to inspire Leaders, when contemplating where to put on a walk. We have made a
good start but need:
-

WINTER 2008
2007, and all the years before hand! (we do have the 1928 Programme)

If you have a soft copy of any of these Programs, please send it to communications@sbw.org.au . If you have a hard
copy, and access to a scanner, please scan it, and then send it to the Communications Sec

For Sale
Tents
1 x 2 person yellow japara with pegs and poles
1 x original 1 person Microlight
1 x fly
If interested, please contact Barbara on 9546 6570

Tiggers Picasa Link
Hi Tiggers,
For all the uploading of photos to the site and linked to the Tiggers things, There is a Picasa site
at sbwtiggers@gmail.com.
Check it out!
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NSW Topographic Map Sales
Bush Wilderness Rescue Squad (BWRS) has about 3,000 second hand topographic maps available for sale. All
proceeds raised go to BWRS for the purchase of equipment necessary in its role as a volunteer remote area search
and rescue group. Note: these maps are surplus to a number of Departments and are “second hand”.
The maps are the standard 1:25,000 topographic maps of NSW. There is a mixture of first and second edition maps
(approx 260 titles). The maps are available in various quantities and most are not folded - see the list of available
maps for details. There are also several 1:50,000 maps available.
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=map-sales

Social Program
Kathy Gero
ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
AT 8pm UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
July 20
7.30pm

August 3
7pm
Aug 10
8pm
August 17
7.30pm

Xmas in July – SBW Style / Our own Mid-Winter Feast
To celebrate the middle of 2011, join fellow members for a night of pure socialising. Just
bring a plate of something „yummy‟ to share. The club provides all beverages and
necessary eating utensils

Committee Meeting
Observers welcome

New Members Night
Introduction to SBW for intending Prospective members

Richard Pattison

Club member who has summited the 7 Highest Peaks in the World
Richard is the 6th Aussie to accomplish this extraordinary feat. Come hear all about it. This
will lead into a short summary about the next Leadership Workshop - in spring.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!
Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social evenings?
Our Social Secretary, Kathryn Gero has changed her email address.
Her new email address is: kathymg73@gmail.com
If you would like to organise a social event for club members contact Kathy and share your ideas with her!

Communication problems with the club???
Would you like to change your mailing address or have you lost your website
password??? Don’t know who to contact??? Please use the contacts below to
resolve any problems you may have!
Website - Members‟ area access problems, change password???
→ Contact Karl at communications@sbw.org.au
Website - contributions, suggestions, errors???
→ Contact Caro or Lily at webmaster@sbw.org.au
Address and email changes???
→Contact Yeok Ken Williams at databasemanager@sbw.org.au
Mailing list - join, not receiving, problems???
→ Contact Karl at communications@sbw.org.au
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